
Some say Le Tour is like a soap opera on 
wheels. Sit back with some Popcornucopia 

and enjoy the show.
Whoever is in Yellow today will need to 

Blowhard to get through a tough route if 
they want to make it to the �nish.

As the Tour climbs up from the coast to the 
Alps, riders will wish they could refresh 

themselves with an Alpine Lager.
Which of the GC contenders will be found 

to be M.I.A. in the �rst mountain test?

Popcornucopia Salted Caramel 
Popcorn Ale

blowhard pale ale

alpine lager

m.i.a. ipa

bright sour

off the wagon wheel
chocolate porter
blowhard pale ale

hellfire amber ale

The Provence region is expected to be hot. 
What better way to cool o� than with a light 

Bright Sour?
A tough �nish, like Stage 4, and none of the 

contenders will want to be found O� the 
Wagon Wheel.

Another tough day for those who will want 
to be there for the inevitable sprint. 

Blowhard, boys!
The Pyrenees with three major climbs 

slammed into the last 100km = Hell�re on 
wheels!

The riders will be looking forward to 
tomorrow’s rest day. The �rst long week will 

be sweet and Sour for some.
Just like a NEIPA is un�ltered and aggres-
sively hopped, this stage is bound to have 

raw and aggressive racing.
The last time le Tour �nished in Poitiers (1978), 
it was in the start of the Golden Age of Sean 

Kelly, who won the stage in his �rst tour.

The longest stage of this year's tour deserves 
Staircase’s decadent blend of dark roasted 

and caramel malts.

guava sweetart
sour ale

rock paper scissors
neipa

barrel series
golden ale

staircase porter

kiwi sweetart sour ale

bright sour

Alpine lager

jasmine saison

Could the Kiwi George Bennett shine on 
today's climbs?

Predicted to be a battle between the 
breakaway  and the sprinters, who will be 

left with a Sour taste in their mouth?
Back to the Alps and this stage will be a 
cracker with an Alpine Lager in hand!

Often called a farmhouse ale, the Jasmine 
Saison is a perfect refreshment for a hot and 

hilly stage.
Alpine Lager for a classic Alpine Stagealpine lager

M.i.a. ipa

hellfire amber ale

staircase porter

barrel series
spiced holiday ale

Look for a breakaway to be M.I.A. o� the 
front and toast to them with this West Coast 

IPA.
The penultimate chance for the sprinters to 

raise some hell!

Named after Staircase Spur, the steepest 
track to Victoria’s highest peak, this Porter is 

perfect for the steep uphill TT today.
Once the �nished, the riders will be looking 

forward to a holiday.

stage 1: sprint

stage 2: sprint

stage 3: sprint

stage 4: first uphill finish

stage 5: sprint

stage 6: finish climb

stage 7: sprint

stage 8: climbs

stage 9: breakaway

stage 10: sprint

stage 11: sprint

stage 12: breakaway

stage 13: climbs

stage 14: sprint

stage 16: climbs

stage 17: classic alps

stage 18: breakaway

stage 19: sprint

stage 20: uphill tt

stage 21: sprint

stage 15: epic climbs

T�r de Froth


